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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM
Administrative Council Meeting

10:00am
Wednesday, April 18, 2012
VLC HQ/Via Conference Call
AGENDA

Additions to the Agenda:
Consent Agenda:
1. Approval of the minutes from the March 21, 2012 meeting (p. 3 – 4)
2. Executive Director’s Report (p. 5)
3. Financial Reports (p. 6 – 11)

Old Business:
1. Individualized Training Programs Necessity Decision (SP 1.1)
2. Social Library (Facebook) Evaluation Participation (SP 1.5)

New Business:
1. Membership Capacity Weighted Criteria Discussion (SP 2.3.1) (p.16 – 17)
2. Next Generation ILS Article Discussion (SP 1.2) (p.18 – 41)

Strategic Plan -- Measuring Success:
1. Review Strategic Plan Dashboard (p.12)

Tech Sharing:
Announcements:
News or Events from Member Libraries
Next Scheduled Meeting: May 16, 2012
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM
Minutes of the Administrative Council
March 21, 2012 10:00 a.m.
Council Members Present: Tom Birch-Bay County; Rosemary Rice-Gutierrez-Bridgeport; Josh Schu-Community
District; Jack Wood-Delta; Melissa Barnard-Grace A. Dow; Stephanie Mallak Olson-Iosco; Melissa MalcolmLapeer; Judy Eastland-MMI; Alice Parsons-Northwood; Trish Burns-PLOS; Erin Schmandt-River Rapids;
Nannette Pretzer-St. Charles; Emily Clark-West Branch; Bryon Sitler-White Pine.
Council Members Attending Remotely: Kay Hurd-Almont; Jeanette Bach-Pigeon; Wendy Gottschalk-Ruth
Hughes.
Council Members Not Present: Colleen Montalbano-Bay City Schools; Marcia Dievendorf-Caro; Desta UreelDryden; Bruce Guy-Gladwin; Sheila Bissonnette-Harrison; Jessica Moore-Marlette; Cory Goethe-MCC; Kelli
Lovaz-North Branch.
Others Attending: Lee Martin-VLC; Kay Dunker-VLC.
Chair J. Wood called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
J. Wood asked if there were any additions to the agenda. There were none.
Consent Agenda
B. Sitler moved to approve the Consent Agenda. N. Pretzer seconded. Motion carried.
Old Business
There were no items.
New Business
1. Social Library (Facebook) Demo
Roslyn Dean from SirsiDynix did a demonstration of the native Facebook application now available from
SirsiDynix. The packet includes the pricing available (p. 19). Some members were interested in pursuing
this. L. Martin will be contacting members shortly.
Roslyn Dean also talked about Bookmyne+. The consortium already has Bookmyne. There is additional
cost associated with Bookmyne+, but it does allow for more customization. Members were not interested
in this product.
2. LibraryThing for Libraries, LibraryAnywhere, and Bookmyne 3.0 Discussion
L. Martin will be contacting the LibraryThing participating libraries about a meeting to discuss
customization and marketing.
3. Book bands – Should –vs- Must
Community District has stopped using the yellow books band for ILL. The Database Standards and
Procedures say that books bands "should" be used. After some discussion, the issue was referred to the
Database Committee. The committee should report back by the June meeting.
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Strategic Plan – Measuring Success
1. S. Olson feels that 1.1 is currently being met. She will work on rewording the objective.
2. T. Burns reported on 1.3. The survey should an overwhelming satisfaction with the Database Standards.
3. B. Sitler reported that the committee has been working on 2.1, with the subject in question being the Board
makeup. They will be doing a survey soon.
4. T. Birch reported that the Committee for 2.3 (Membership capacity) will be creating a document for the
next Administrative Council Packet.
Tech Sharing
White Pine Library Cooperative has a Facebook page.
Community District has a new website with an interactive newsletter.
West Branch also has a new website.
Lapeer is live on Overdrive.
Announcements
M. Barnard announced that Mary Schultz has been promoted to Supervisor of Circulation and Acquisitions..
Next scheduled meeting is April 18, 2012 at 10:00 a.m.
Meeting was adjourned as adjourned at 11:11 a.m.
Minutes prepared by Kay Dunker.
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Executive Director’s Report, April 18, 2012
HIP Issues - Update
After moving HIP to a new server and a few final tweaks of settings, HIP appears to be stable. We are
running on the latest version available and we have not had an issue in several weeks. Please continue
to report issues with HIP as soon as possible. Unless something unexpected happens, this will be my
last update on our HIP issues. I hope.
ILL Bands - Update
The ILL committee met Tuesday, April 10th. After an extensive review of the process and viable
options, the committee decided to continue using the yellow bands. They also discussed procedures for
using the yellow bands. These recommendations will be presented at the next Database meeting. If
approved the continued usage of the yellow bands and the documented procedures will be submitted to
the Administrative Council and Board for approval at the May meeting.
Server Projects Phase I & II - Actual Costs
Final costs for Phase I & II of our recent server projects are as follows:


Production Server – Proposed: $42,550 Actual: $42,550



Non ILS Server Consolidation – Proposed: $14,400 Actual: $13,107.54 Difference: ($1,292.46)

I’m waiting on billing for Phase III (New reporting Server), but I expect it to come within the proposed first
year cost of $19,120.
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM

Budget vs. Actual - Expenses
Through March 2012
Jul '11 - Jun 12

Budget

$ Over Budget

% of Budget

Expense
5105 · Salaries and wages

155,925.73

207,195.00

(51,269.27)

75.26%

46,671.89

64,992.00

(18,320.11)

71.81%

5449 · Merit Fees

7,230.04

7,300.00

(69.96)

99.04%

5450 · MLC charges

2,237.53

2,400.00

(162.47)

93.23%

5464 · Employee - Training

4,165.98

10,000.00

(5,834.02)

41.66%

501.94

2,500.00

(1,998.06)

20.08%

1,541.55

4,680.00

(3,138.45)

32.94%

148.28

500.00

(351.72)

29.66%

5499 · Misc. Supplies

3,714.24

4,500.00

(785.76)

82.54%

5615 · Insurance - Other

6,069.70

7,000.00

(930.30)

86.71%

31,200.81

61,000.00

(29,799.19)

51.15%

3,785.69

5,000.00

(1,214.31)

75.71%

5664 · Membership Dues

275.00

275.00

5666 · Professional Fees

2,405.00

4,000.00

(1,595.00)

60.13%

5670 · Interest Expense - Mortgage Pmt

22,555.27

30,000.00

(7,444.73)

75.18%

5679 · Utilities

15,578.78

20,000.00

(4,421.22)

77.89%

2,989.75

3,000.00

(10.25)

99.66%

13,251.97

16,000.00

(2,748.03)

82.83%

2,457.29

3,000.00

(542.71)

81.91%

322,706.44

453,342.00

(130,635.56)

71.18%

5300 · Benefits

5465 · Employee Travel
5470 · Telephone Service
5474 · Postage

5661 · Maintenance - System
5662 · Maintenance - Other

5701 · Equipment
5740 · Building Maint. - VLC
9999 · Miscellaneous
Total Expense

0.00

100.0%
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM

Fund Balances
As of March 31, 2012
Mar 31, 12

Feb 29, 12

1005 · Operating Funds

134,074.79

142,402.05

1105 · Capital Funds

100,097.58

106,265.06

1205 · I/R Funds

529,405.58

531,413.36

31,668.80

31,659.41

795,246.75

811,739.88

71,011.73

3,801.25

71,011.73

3,801.25

866,258.48

815,541.13

866,258.48

815,541.13

ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings

1301 · Building Maint. - Wildfire
Total Checking/Savings
Accounts Receivable
1500 · Accounts Recievable
Total Accounts Receivable
Total Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM

Operating Funds Activity
As of March 31, 2012
Type

Date

Num

Name

Memo

Amount

1005 · Operating Funds
Total 1001 - Cash - Oper MM - 22152

(8,327.10)

1000 · Cash - Operating BC -6569

Total 1000 · Cash - Operating BC -6569
Total 1005 · Operating Funds

Balance
142,402.05
134,074.59
0.36

Liability Check

03/01/2012

EFTPS

1st State Bank

Federal Payroll Taxes

(2,021.31)

(2,020.95)

Check

03/01/2012

7045

TIAA-CREF

Check

03/01/2012

7046

State of Michigan

Staff Retirement

(822.31)

(2,843.26)

Boiler Inspection & Certificate

(130.00)

Check

03/01/2012

7047

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan

(2,973.26)

Staff Health Care

(1,406.42)

Check

03/01/2012

7048

(4,379.68)

Chase Card Services

Chase Credit Card

(1,365.63)

Check

03/01/2012

(5,745.31)

7049

Quill Corporation

Multi Purpose Printer

(599.00)

Check

(6,344.31)

03/01/2012

7050

Nagel & Shippers Products, Inc.

Paper Towels

(46.65)

(6,390.96)

Check

03/01/2012

7051

CDW, Government, Inc.

Barracuda Firewall Updates

(648.69)

(7,039.65)

Check

03/01/2012

7052

SVSU

ILL Bands

(1,798.03)

(8,837.68)

Check

03/01/2012

7066

Gadaleto, Ramsby & Associates

Staff Life Insurance

(258.63)

(9,096.31)

Check

03/01/2012

7067

Stan's Locksmiths

Rear Entrance Lock Repair

(52.00)

(9,148.31)

Check

03/01/2012

7068

Cavalier Telephone

Phone Service

(304.42)

(9,452.73)

Transfer

03/01/2012

Direct Deposit

03/02/2012

DD

Liability Check

03/15/2012

Liability Check

03/15/2012

Check

Funds Transfer

15,602.10

1st State Bank

Staff Salaries

(6,149.01)

EFTPS

1st State Bank

Federal Payroll Taxes

(2,021.31)

(2,020.95)

7069

State Of Michigan - withholding

State Payroll Taxes

(628.24)

(2,649.19)

03/15/2012

7070

TIAA-CREF

Staff Retirement

(822.31)

(3,471.50)

Check

03/15/2012

7071

Bette Jo Abbenante

Coffee & Sugar

(14.98)

(3,486.48)

Check

03/15/2012

7072

Treasurer, City of Saginaw

Water/Sewer Bill

(308.13)

(3,794.61)

Check

03/15/2012

7073

American Maintenance & Cleaning

Cleaning Service

(555.00)

(4,349.61)

Check

03/15/2012

7074

Consumers Energy

Gas/Electric Bill

(1,577.97)

(5,927.58)

Check

03/15/2012

7075

One Source Office Products

VOID: 35111

Check

03/15/2012

7076

Cavalier Telephone

Phone Service

(314.13)

(6,241.71)

Check

03/15/2012

7077

J.E. Johnson Contracting, Inc.

A/C Repair

(375.59)

(6,617.30)

Check

03/15/2012

7078

1st State Bank

Mortgage

(2,495.03)

(9,112.33)

Check

03/15/2012

7079

Verizon Wireless

Wireless Bill

(237.17)

(9,349.50)

Check

03/15/2012

7080

Synergy Landmark

Snow Removal & Salt

(391.00)

(9,740.50)

Check

03/15/2012

7081

Vanguard Fire & Supply Co., Inc.

Annual Inergen Inspection

(690.00)

(10,430.50)

Transfer

03/15/2012

Funds Transfer

16,587.43

Direct Depoist

03/16/2012

DD

1st State Bank

Staff Salaries

(6,149.02)

Liability Check

03/27/2012

EFTPS

1st State Bank

Federal Payroll Taxes

(2,021.30)

(2,013.39)

Check

03/27/2012

7082

TIAA-CREF

Staff Retirement

(822.31)

(2,835.70)

Check

03/27/2012

7083

Gadaleto, Ramsby & Associates

Staff Life Insurance

(304.63)

(3,140.33)

Check

03/27/2012

7084

Chase Card Services

Chase Credit Card

(685.84)

(3,826.17)

Check

03/27/2012

7085

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan

Staff Health insurance

(1,406.42)

(5,232.59)

Transfer

03/27/2012

Funds Transfer

11,381.81

6,149.22

Direct Depoist

03/30/2012

Staff Salaries

(6,149.02)

DD

1st State Bank

0.00

6,149.37

(5,927.58)

6,156.93

(12,298.19)

0.20

(20,625.29)

134,074.79
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM

Capital Account Activity
As of March 31, 2012
Type

Date

Num

Name

Memo

Split

Amount

1105 · Capital Funds
1100 · Cash-Capital - MM 6577
Transfer

03/01/2012

Payment

03/07/2012

Transfer

03/15/2012

Payment

03/26/2012

Transfer

03/27/2012

Deposit

03/31/2012

Funds Transfer
171328
7030

1101 · Cash - Capital BC 6585

Mid-Michigan Community College LibraryBarcodes
Bridgeport Public Library

(3,088.89)

1500 · Accounts Receivable

Funds Transfer

1101 · Cash - Capital BC 6585

4Q Telecommunications Fees

1500 · Accounts Receivable

Funds Transfer

1101 · Cash - Capital BC 6585

Interest

4400 · Interest Income

345.45
(648.47)
305.00
(3,088.89)
8.30

Total 1100 · Cash-Capital - MM 6577

(6,167.50)

1101 · Cash - Capital BC 6585
Check

03/01/2012

5330

Paetec

Circuits

6700 · Capital Expenses

(873.89)

Check

03/01/2012

5332

Trivalent Group

Circuits

6700 · Capital Expenses

(2,215.00)

Transfer

03/01/2012

Funds Transfer

1100 · Cash-Capital - MM 6577

Check

03/15/2012

5333

SirsiDynix

Barcodes

6700 · Capital Expenses

Transfer

03/15/2012

Funds Transfer

1100 · Cash-Capital - MM 6577

Check

03/27/2012

5334

Paetec

Circuits

6700 · Capital Expenses

(873.89)

Check

03/27/2012

5335

Trivalent Group

Circuits

6700 · Capital Expenses

(2,215.00)

Transfer

03/27/2012

Funds Transfer

1100 · Cash-Capital - MM 6577

Deposit

03/31/2012

Interest

4400 · Interest Income

Total 1101 · Cash - Capital BC 6585

3,088.89
(648.50)
648.47

3,088.89
0.05
0.02

Total 1105 · Capital Funds

(6,167.48)

VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM

Building Maintenance Account Activity
As of March 31, 2012
Type

Date

Num

Name

Memo

Split

Amount

1301 · Building Maint. - Wildfire

31,659.41
Deposit

Total 1301 · Building Maint. - Wildfire

Balance

03/31/2012

Interest

4400 · Interest Income

9.39

31,668.80

9.39

31,668.80
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VLC 2011-12 Projected Income
Quarterly
Total
Quarterly Quarterly
Total
Annual
Quarterly
Total
Total
Total
Total
Record
Record
Library Name # Seats
Seat
Record Quarterly Membership Telecom Telecom
Operating Operating Operating Library Name
and
and
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Telecom Telecom Revenue YTD Paid YTD Due
Fees
Fees
Almont
5
$262
$1,213
$1,475
$2,000
$0
$0
$1,475
$5,900
$7,900
$6,425
$1,475 Almont
59

$3,086

$16,827

$19,913

$2,000

$2,018

$8,072

$21,931

$87,724

$89,724

$67,793

Bay Schools

8

$418

$1,283

$1,701

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,701

$6,804

$8,804

$7,103

$1,701 Bay Schools

Bridgeport

3

$157

$1,318

$1,475

$2,000

$305

$1,220

$1,780

$7,120

$9,120

$7,340

$1,780 Bridgeport

10

$523

$2,562

$3,085

$2,000

$0

$0

$3,085

$12,340

$14,340

$11,255

4

$209

$897

$1,106

$2,000

$780

$3,120

$1,886

$7,544

$9,544

$7,658

$1,886 Chesaning

Com m unity

13

$680

$2,351

$3,031

$2,000

$0

$0

$3,031

$12,124

$14,124

$11,093

$3,031 Community

Delta

13

$680

$1,261

$1,941

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,941

$7,764

$9,764

$7,823

$1,941 Delta

Dryden

5

$262

$774

$1,036

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,036

$4,144

$6,144

$5,108

$1,036 Dryden

Gladw in

8

$418

$3,038

$3,456

$2,000

$0

$0

$3,456

$13,824

$15,824

$8,912

$6,912 Gladwin

Harrison

3

$157

$926

$1,083

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,083

$4,332

$6,332

$5,249

$1,083 Harrison

Im lay City

7

$366

$2,106

$2,472

$2,000

$0

$0

$2,472

$9,888

$11,888

$9,417

$2,471 Imlay City

Iosco-Arenac

18

$942

$3,458

$4,400

$2,000

$0

$0

$4,400

$17,600

$19,600

$15,200

$4,400 Iosco-Arenac

Lapeer

$6,127 Lapeer

Bay County

Caro
Chesaning

$21,931 Bay County

$3,085 Caro

26

$1,360

$4,767

$6,127

$2,000

$0

$0

$6,127

$24,508

$26,508

$20,381

Marlette

2

$105

$683

$788

$2,000

$0

$0

$788

$3,152

$5,152

$4,364

$788 Marlette

MMCC

3

$157

$459

$616

$2,000

$0

$0

$616

$2,464

$4,464

$3,848

$616 MMCC

MMI

1

$52

$63

$115

$2,000

$0

$0

$115

$460

$2,460

$2,345

$115 MMI
$16,953 Midland

38

$1,988

$14,965

$16,953

$2,000

$0

$0

$16,953

$67,812

$69,812

$52,859

North Branch

4

$209

$1,656

$1,865

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,865

$7,460

$9,460

$7,595

$1,865 North Branch

Northw ood

6

$314

$964

$1,278

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,278

$5,112

$7,112

$5,838

$1,274 Northwood

Pigeon

5

$262

$1,150

$1,412

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,412

$5,648

$7,648

$6,236

$1,412 Pigeon

St. Charles

4

$209

$1,097

$1,306

$2,000

$496

$1,984

$1,802

$7,208

$9,208

$7,406

$1,802 St. Charles

Midland

74

$3,923

$13,081

$17,004

$2,000

$0

$0

$17,004

$68,016

$70,016

$53,012

West Branch

4

$209

$1,317

$1,526

$2,000

$0

$0

$1,526

$6,104

$8,104

$6,578

$1,526 West Branch

White Pine

1

$52

$0

$52

$2,000

$0

$0

$52

$208

$2,208

$2,156

$52 White Pine

Saginaw

TOTAL

$445,259

$17,004 Saginaw

$102,265
$342,994
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VLC Equipment I/R FUND
Library Name

I/R Contribution

I/R YTD
Due

I/R YTD Paid

Library Name

Almont

$0

$0

$0

Almont

Bay County

$0

$0

$0

Bay County

Bay Schools

$0

$0

$0

Bay Schools

Bridgeport

$0

$0

$0

Bridgeport

Caro

$0

$0

$0

Caro

Chesaning

$0

$0

$0

Chesaning

Community Dist.

$0

$0

$0

Community Dist.

Delta

$0

$0

$0

Delta

Dryden

$0

$0

$0

Dryden

Gladwin Co.

$0

$0

$0

Gladwin Co.

Harrison

$0

$0

$0

Harrison

Imlay City

$0

$0

$0

Imlay City

Iosco-Arenac

$0

$0

$0

Iosco-Arenac

Lapeer

$0

$0

$0

Lapeer

Marlette

$0

$0

$0

Marlette

MMCC

$0

$0

$0

MMCC

MMI

$0

$0

$0

MMI

Midland

$0

$0

$0

Midland

North Branch

$0

$0

$0

North Branch

Northwood

$0

$0

$0

Northwood

$0

$0

$0

Pigeon

$0

$0

$0

Pigeon

St. Charles

$0

$0

$0

St. Charles

Saginaw

$0

$0

$0

Saginaw

West Branch

$0

$0

$0

West Branch

White Pine

$0

$0

$0

White Pine

$0.00
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM Strategic Plan Dashboard (2011 -2015)
ILS
1.1 Create a process for individualized training programs that meet the needs of
the membership by 2Q13. Stephanie
1.1.1 Have annual survey in place for members on individualized ILS training needs
by 3Q11.
1.1.2 Work with 2.1 operations team to identify additional training needs of support
staff by 2Q12.
1.1.3 Determine whether to reallocate current staff responsibilities or hire/contract a
trainer by 3Q12.

Operating
2.1 Each member library will be visited by VLC staff to understand
how each library operates by YE15. Lee
2.1.1 A representative of VLC staff will visit 21 library locations by
4Q12.

2.2 A revision of the VLC governing and committee structure,
including roles and responsibilities, will be implemented by 1Q13.
Bryon

1.1.4 Present a curriculum or plan for individualized training for one library by 3Q12.

2.2.1 Review board structure by 1Q12.

1.1.5 Evaluate results of first individualized training by 4Q12.

2.2.2 Review administrative council structure by 1Q12.
2.2.3 Recommend changes to Lee by 2Q12.

1.2. VLC will have a next generation ILS system for members by 2Q14. Melissa
1.2.1 Conduct membership survey on current ILS system and collate survey results
by 4Q12.
1.2.2 VLC staff will organize survey results to identify desired features by 1Q13.
1.2.3 Identify existing ILS systems that address our needs by 1Q13.

2.3 VLC will complete a feasibility study of membership capacity
for a viable consortium by 1Q13. Tom
2.3.1 Develop weighted criteria for new VLC membership by 1Q12.
2.3.2 Administrative council approves weighted criteria by 2Q12.

1.3 Determine whether we need database standards and if so, the purpose of the
standards by 1Q13. Saginaw (Breakthrough Objective)
1.3.1 Evaluate other library systems and consortiums to determine how they are
addressing their database standards by 4Q11.

Legend

1.3.2 Survey membership by 4Q11 to determine level of satisfaction with VLC
database standards.

Not started, but should be completed by the planned end
date.

1.3.3 Survey membership by 4Q11 to determine level of search results satisfaction
with database.

Milestone should be completed by the planned end date.

1.3.4 Review standards and make prioritized changes based on member comments
by 1Q13.

1.4 Membership will determine feasibility of centralized cataloguing by 4Q13. Erin
1.4.1 Marcia & Erin will survey membership on interest in centralized cataloguing by
3Q11.
1.4.2 They will report results of survey to Lee by October 2011.

Some risk of the milestone not completing by the planned
end date.
Serious risk of the milestone not completing by the planned
end date.

Updated: 03.12.2012

1.4.3 Lee will look at the financial implications of centralized cataloguing and provide
recommendation to the administrative council by December 2011.
1.5 Be on cutting edge of evolving interactive technology for ILS for 4Q14. Josh
1.5.1 VLC will provide the option to handle all centralized electronic patron
notifications (i.e. text messages) by 2Q12.
1.5.2 Social media - VLC integration that is user rated by 2Q12.
1.5.3 Research/produce and/or support mobile apps to increase patron and/or staff
functionality by 4Q12.
1.5.4 VLC staff and/or members continually review at each meeting new library ideas
for technology (ongoing) by 6/1/11.
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM
Administrative Council and Board Meetings

Meeting Schedule
2011/12

July

No Meeting

No Meeting

August 17

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

September 21

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

October 19

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

November 16

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

December 21

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

January 18

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

February 15

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

March 21

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

April 18

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

May 16

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)

June 20

10:00am (regular)

11:00am (Board)
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VALLEY LIBRARY CONSORTIUM
BOARD Meeting
11:00 am
Wednesday, April 18, 2012
VLC HQ/Via Conference Call

AGENDA

Additions to the Agenda

Old Business:
1. Approval of the Minutes from March 21, 2012(p.15)

New Business:
1. Nominating Committee Report
Announcements:
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Valley Library Consortium
Minutes of the Board of Trustees Meeting
March 21, 2012
Members Present: Tom Birch (Bay County Library System); Josh Schu (Community District Library); Melissa
Barnard (Grace A. Dow Memorial Library); Stephanie Mallak Olson (Iosco-Arenac District Library); Melissa
Malcolm (Lapeer District Library); Judy Eastland (Michigan Molecular Institute); Trish Burns (Public Libraries of
Saginaw).
Others attending: Lee Martin (Valley Library Consortium); Kay Dunker (Valley Library Consortium)
Chair M. Barnard called the meeting to order at 11:13a.m.
M. Barnard asked if there were any additions to the agenda. There were none.
Old Business:
1. T.Burns moved to approve the minutes from January 18, 2012 meeting. J. Schu seconded. Motion passed.
New Business:
There was no New Business.
Announcements
Meeting adjourned at 11:19 a.m.
Next scheduled meeting is April 18, 2011.
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VLC MEMBERSHIP CAPACITY
STRATEGIC PLAN OBJECTIVE 2.3

Consideration of adding a new member(s) requires an answer to a fundamental question: Will it require additional
VLC staffing (i.e. increase costs to current members)? If the answer is yes, then the expected additional cost will
need to be determined and presented to current membership as a part of any recommendation to add new members.

Evaluation Procedure:
The Executive Director shall act as the evaluator of all libraries that express an interest in VLC membership. The
Admin Council/Board will provide the Executive Director with a checklist of criteria (see below), some hard, some
soft, for evaluation. When the Executive Director determines that an interested library sufficiently meets the criteria
for new membership he/she shall bring the matter as a recommendation to the Admin Council/Board for formal
acceptance or rejection. The Executive Director shall have the authority to reject any and all unqualified applicants,
but shall keep the Admin Council/Board advised of such rejections.

Hard Criteria:
(1) Ability to pay - must provide detailed financial information, including current budget, current balance sheet,
and funding sources.
(2) Participation – must agree to participate in Admin Council meetings, committee work, strategic planning,
etc.
(3) Delivery service – must agree to participate in delivery service currently used by membership.
(4) Interlibrary loan – must agree to participate in VLC ILL system.
(5) Start-Up fee – must agree to pay start-up fee. Amount to be determined by Executive Director on a case-bycase basis (currently set at $5,000).
(6) As stipulated in the current “Member Library Agreement,” dated March 1, 2008 (see Administrative Council
Handbook):
a. Must agree to execute a “Member Library Agreement – Execution Instrument.”
b. Must agree to abide by the provisions of VLC’s governing documents, including its Articles of
Incorporation, By-Laws, Bibliographic Standards and Procedures Manual, Mission Statement, and
the Member Library Agreement.
c. Must agree to pay the actual cost of telecommunication equipment, licenses, software, data migration
costs, and other central site equipment needed for start-up.
d. Must agree to initial term of 3 years.
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Soft Criteria:
(1) Geographic proximity?
(2) Current borrow/loan ratio?
(3) Current ILS System?
(4) Current MelCat library?

Note: “Member Library Agreement” will need to be amended according to whatever procedures or requirements are
put into place.
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Automation Marketplace 2012
http://www.thedigitalshift.com/2012/03/ils/automation-marketplace-2012-agents-of-change/
April 10, 2012

By Marshall Breeding, Director for Innovative Technology and Research, Vanderbilt University, Nashville
As development efforts near completion on a new slate of automation products, vendors are beginning to pull out
all the stops to monetize them. A new round of competition is heating up to place these new products in libraries,
replacing their own legacy products and aiming to displace those of other companies. Ex Libris’s Alma, OCLC’s
WorldShare Management Services, Innovative Interfaces’ Sierra, and Serials Solutions’ Intota, as well as the open
source Kuali OLE project, are positioned to move toward more dominant market share through a product cycle that
will play out over the next decade. These new-generation products will compete with well-established proprietary
and open source systems following an evolutionary path, such as Evergreen, Koha, Polaris ILS, The Library
Corporation’s (TLC) Library.Solution, SirsiDynix’s Symphony, and Auto-Graphics’ AGent VERSO.
The transition to new-generation products is a delicate business. Libraries don’t respond well to enforced, abrupt
transitions. But savvy and well-resourced vendors divide their energies between developing, maintaining, and
supporting their existing products, even as they channel the bulk of their energies to developing and marketing
new ones. Failings with legacy products can result in lost credibility, which can take a large toll on the prospects of
new offerings. [Ed. note: A more detailed version of this decade-long overview, with information about the K–12
and international markets and more in-depth charts, can be found online at thedigitalshift.com/?p=7053.]
As issues regarding ebook lending roil libraries, publishers, and service providers such as OverDrive, automation
vendors are working to integrate ebook management and access effectively into their management platforms and
discovery services.
Mobile and social networking themes are driving other threads of development. The ever-increasing use of
smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices are making it necessary for libraries to expand access to their
collections and services to these users. Most vendors now offer some type of mobile product, and business models
include free options that increase the value of their broader offerings to add-cost products. The pervasive
influence of social networking sets expectations for all patron-facing products and presents opportunities for
products that directly engage these media, such as SirsiDynix’s Social Library, a native Facebook app that enables
catalog search and patron services.
In 2011, the library automation economy—the total revenues (including international) of all companies with a
significant presence in the United States and Canada—was $750 million. This estimate does not necessarily
compare directly to 2010’s $630 million, as this year’s estimate includes a higher proportion of revenues from
OCLC, EBSCO, and other sources previously unidentified. (Using the same formula, 2010 industry revenues would
be estimated at $715 million.)
As OCLC becomes ever more involved as competition in the library automation industry, we have performed a more
detailed analysis of what proportion of its revenues derive from products and services comparable to other
companies considered in this report. Of OCLC’s FY11 revenue of $205.6 million, we calculate that $57.7 million
falls within that scope.
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A broader view of the global library automation industry that aggregates revenues of all companies offering library
automation products and services across the globe totals $1.76 billion, including those involved with radiofrequency identification (RFID), automated handling equipment, and self-check, or $1.45 billion excluding them.
Library automation revenues limited to the United States total around $450 million.
The overall library economy continues to suffer major cutbacks that may never be fully restored, so library
automation vendors are facing enormous challenges to find growth opportunities. Libraries may only be able to
justify investments for tools that enable them to operate with fewer resources. Software-as-a-service (SaaS)
deployments, for example, result in revenue gains through subscription fees commensurate with delivering a more
complete package of services, including hosting; libraries see overall savings as they eliminate local servers and
their associated costs. Stronger companies can increase their slice by taking on competitors with weaker products,
especially those in international regions.
The ongoing trend of open source integrated library systems (ILSs) cannot be discounted. Open source ILS
implementations shift revenues from one set of companies to another, often at lower contract values relative to
proprietary software. Scenarios vary, so it’s difficult to determine whether these implementations result in true
savings in total ownership costs and to what extent costs shift back to the libraries or their consortial or regional
support offices.
The consolidation of that era, funded mostly by venture capital or individual investors, led to much more
aggressive changes that have played out since.
But the library automation industry of 2002 was also strikingly different from that of today. Among the major
companies, Innovative Interfaces stood as the largest company in terms of revenue, personnel, and customers. In
the big news of that year, Sirsi had acquired DRA. Epixtech, soon to be renamed Dynix, had previously acquired
NOTIS and earlier had taken over a set of automation products cast off by OCLC. Endeavor Information Systems
was operating under the ownership of publishing giant Elsevier Science. Gaylord Information Systems operated as a
subsidiary of Gaylord Bros. Geac was beginning to see its North American market share erode,, though its position
in Europe was strengthening. In the K-12 school library arena, Sagebrush had become a major player through the
acquisition of Winnebago Spectrum and Athena and had worked out a partnership with Sirsi to offer a centralized
system called Accent based on Unicorn technology. Bibliomondo was formed through the merger of ALS
International and Best Seller.
Largely fueled by private equity, the last decade has seen a series of business transactions that have concentrated
much of the industry’s economy into the hands of a small number of companies. Golden Gate Capital acquired
Geac and folded it into Infor, where its library division continues with a focus on European libraries. Vista Equity
Partners assembled SirsiDynix from the already consolidated Sirsi and Dynix, executing a strategy of business
integration that has resulted in a streamlined company that manages a very large customer base with a lean
workforce. Francisco Partners bought Ex Libris and Endeavor in separate transactions, forming a new company (Ex
Libris Group) with a research and development focus that has driven the creation of new products that have
attracted a growing customer base. Leeds Equity acquired ownership in 2009, largely continuing existing business
strategies.
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Family owned Follett Software Company acquired competitor Sagebrush, including its acquired ILS products
Winnebago Spectrum, InfoCentre, and Athena. Once in widespread use, each of these has been dying a slow death,
starved from development and used by libraries hard-pressed to find resources to replace them. Nonprofit OCLC
made a series of business acquisitions, including PICA, Fretwell-Downing, Sisis Informationssysteme, InfoVision
Technologies, BOND GmbH, Openly Informatics, Useful Utilities (EZ Proxy), and DiMeMa (CONTENTdm). Along with
these large consolidated entities, many mid-sized and small companies thrive.
The business cycles that have shaped the industry to this point will likely continue. At some point, current private
equity owners will cash out their investments. These new transactions might simply involve new ownership, but the
possibility of additional consolidation cannot be ruled out.
Ex Libris now ranks as the largest company in terms of personnel, 512 overall, with 170 allocated to development,
nearly twice that of any competitor. Based on revenue estimates, SirsiDynix, Ex Libris, and Innovative Interfaces,
respectively, rank largest in the industry.
In terms of ILS installations supported in the academic and public library sector, SirsiDynix leads with 3,688
(Symphony: 2,377, Horizon: 1,311), followed by Ex Libris with 3,571 (Aleph: 2,316, Voyager: 1,255), then
Innovative Interfaces (1,425).
As a whole, OCLC looms larger than any of the other firms in the library automation industry by personnel
employed, libraries served, and revenues. But when considering only the specific areas of involvement with the
scope of the library automation industry, OCLC ranks about fifth.
While large companies dominate, many smaller enterprises thrive by exploiting niches that larger firms may not
consider worthwhile and cultivating new library customers by providing high-quality personalized services.
Start-ups are not common in the library automation industry, though some recently formed companies show great
potential for growth. ByWater Solutions entered the scene most recently, in April 2009, and has seen dramatic
growth in the number of libraries contracting for its services to support the open source Koha ILS. In its first three
years, it garnered seven, 44, and 54 support contracts, respectively, serving a total of 446 libraries. Biblionix began
offering its hosted Apollo ILS in 2006, with active marketing beginning in 2008, with 49, 55, 87, and 79 respective
sales in subsequent years, and a current customer base of 272 libraries. Its focus on automating small public
libraries with a fully hosted web-based ILS has proven to be a successful strategy.
The library automation industry includes a number of midsized companies with very long histories. Some of these
have remained relatively flat, or have even downsized over time, but continue to operate profitably. Such
companies include Auto-Graphics, with its 45 personnel in 2002, down to 34 today; Book Systems (88 to 60); and
EOS International (69 to 52). Others have seen growth, such as TLC (173 in 2002, up to 199 in 2011), VTLS (100 to
110), and Keystone Systems (12 to 17).
Relatively few mergers or acquisitions transpired in 2011. UK-based Talis, a company that had divided its business
activities between traditional library automation products and services and semantic web technologies, split itself
along those lines; Capita, a large outsourcing services firm acquired the library automation side, including its Alto
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library management system and related products. Talis will continue to exploit its semantic web services but
largely outside the library arena.
SydneyPLUS, a company involved primarily with special libraries, acquired the brand and library automation assets
of competitor Inmagic, but Inmagic will continue to operate as an independent wholly owned subsidiary.
OCLC continued its buying spree of European library automation companies with the acquisition of BOND, which
supplies the Bibliotheca2000 and Bibliotheca.Net library management system to around 4000 libraries in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland. According to the 2011 OCLC Annual Report, this transaction was valued at $5.9 million.
This acquisition is but the latest in a series that brings large numbers of libraries operating legacy ILS products
under OCLC’s aegis. We can speculate that one thread of interest involves providing these libraries with an
attractive migration path into OCLC’s WorldShare Management Services.
In the RFID, self-service, and automated handling arena, a major consolidation took place through the acquisition
of Switzerland-based Bibliotheca RFID Systems, UK-based Intellident, and Integrated Technology Group in the
United States by the private equity firm One Equity Partners to form a new global firm. In February 2012,
Bibliotheca Group also acquired the Swiss company Trion AG, which designs and manufactures automated
materials handling equipment for libraries.
One of the major vectors of the industry involves the emergence of a new genre of automation products poised to
begin a new cycle of migrations. These products differ substantially from ILSs and cannot be considered as within
the same product category. We term these new offerings library services platforms. Salient characteristics include
management of print and electronic library materials, reliance on global knowledgebases instead of localized
databases, deployment through multitenant SaaS based on a service-oriented architecture, and the provision of a
suite of application programming interfaces (APIs) that enable greater interoperability and extensibility. There are
significant differences within the product category, however, with quite distinct conceptual, functional, and
technical characteristics. Implementation of a library services platform can potentially displace multiple existing
products, including ILSs, electronic resource management tools, OpenURL link resolvers, and digital asset
management systems.
OCLC was first out of the blocks in this genre. For 2010, we reported five production deployments of what was
then called Web-scale Management Services. The product has since been rebranded as WorldShare Management
Services (WMS), and OCLC has continued to develop the underlying infrastructure and articulate its vision. The
WorldShare Platform provides the general infrastructure that underlies WMS, and it can also serve as the basis for
applications created by OCLC members or third parties. OCLC intends to cultivate an active community of library
programmers engaged with creating services based on the WorldShare Platform. OCLC has expanded the number
of data centers supporting the WorldShare Platform to provide a more global infrastructure, growing from the
original two in the United States, with one in the UK in 2011, with plans for more in continental Europe, Canada,
and Australia in 2012.
By the end of 2011, 38 libraries were in production with WMS and another 184 had committed to implement. WMS
broke into the realm of the large academics with the University of Delaware committing to implement by 2013. In
early 2012, OCLC announced the WorldShare License Manager to offer full functionality for managing electronic
resources.
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Ex Libris continues to work toward the completion and release of Alma, its new library services platform,
implementing its principles of unified resource management. Development has been under way since 2009 with
the engagement of development partners Boston College; Princeton University, NJ; Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Flanders, Belgium; and Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN. Through 2011, the institutions worked with Ex Libris
to provide input into the design, testing, and evaluation of a series of Alma Partner Releases, culminating with a
final version delivered toward the end of the year. General release of Alma is expected in early to mid-2012.
Beyond the initial set of development partners, Ex Libris has signed 24 contracts for 55 institutions to become
early adopters of Alma.
In April 2011, Innovative Interfaces announced that it would develop a new generation automation platform called
the Sierra Services Platform. Taking forward the functionality of its Millennium ILS, Sierra embraces a new technical
architecture, a more open design exposing a service layer of APIs for multiple functions, and a new suite of
applications. Unlike Millennium, which offers separate modules for each functional area, Sierra follows a more
unified approach, delivering all staff tasks through a single client. Sierra will make use of open source components
such as PostgreSQL, for data storage and transactions, and Apache Lucene, for search and retrieval. Millennium
had gained a reputation as a relatively closed system—a vulnerability at a time when many libraries strategically
want more access to data and functionality. Innovative Interfaces began initial testing of Sierra late in 2011 and
plans to deliver an initial production version this year.
In June 2011, Serials Solutions announced that it was jumping into the library automation arena with a web-scale
management solution, since named Intota. It would extend the approach that Serials Solutions has taken with the
management of electronic resources to print materials, including reliance on a knowledgebase collectively shared
by libraries that use the product, management of individual library holdings through profiles, and deployment
through multitenant SaaS. Serials Solutions will release Intota in multiple phases, beginning in late 2012, with a
more complete product available by the end of 2013.
There was a 2011 uptick in contracts for major library automation products. Innovative Interfaces led the industry
with an impressive 206 contracts signed as early adopters of Sierra, representing 700 libraries and 1,616 facilities.
The company inked an additional 32 contracts for Millennium, totaling 238 contracts overall in 2011, an
unprecedented number for at least the last decade in the public and academic sectors.
In this saturated market, where few libraries are automating for the first time, winning contracts with new clients is
essential to grow a company’s customer base. In 2011, Polaris led in new-name sales, more than doubling its 2010
total with 53 contracts, followed by TLC with 48 contracts for Library.Solution (down from 43). Forty-one of the
122 contracts (covering 725 libraries) that SirsiDynix signed for Symphony were to libraries not previously using its
products. And OCLC reported 184 contracts for WMS in 2011.
In the open source arena both ByWater Solutions and Equinox Software saw substantial gains. LibLime-PTFS saw a
decline in new contracts from 40 in 2010 to 22 in 2011.
Not surprisingly, companies offering new library services platforms saw declines in their traditional ILS products: Ex
Libris reported 25 Aleph contracts in 2011, down from 39 in 2010; Innovative Interfaces made 39 sales of
Millennium in 2010 but only 32 in 2011, though all were to new-name customers.
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As the library automation industry becomes increasingly globalized, many companies based in the United States
have significant international involvement. Innovative Interfaces gets 30 percent of its revenue from outside the
United States. Just under half of the contracts SirsiDynix signed in 2011 were to international libraries, and OCLC is
active in many regions of the globe, with 25 percent of revenues earned outside the United States. Ex Libris, based
in Israel, earns about one-third of its revenue in the United States. Civica currently has only a handful of sites in
the United States or Canada, but it is a dominant player in the UK, Australia, and Asia with its Spydus LMS and
other products. Infor Library and Information Solutions, a small division within a very large IT services firm, stands
as a significant player in the European library automation market, with a small presence in the United States and
Canada with its Vubis Smart and V-smart library management system and Iguana library portal. Axiell Group ranks
as one of the largest companies in the industry worldwide and is dominant in Scandinavia; it also has a smaller
portion of the UK market, but has not brought its products to North America.
Many other companies prosper in specialized markets, defined geographically or linguistically. Mondo In, formerly
BiblioMondo, operates mostly in French-speaking regions; Baratz overwhelmingly dominates among public
libraries in Spain and is a strong competitor in neighboring Portugal and France. The company also has a
significant presence in Latin America. While we do not cover all of these companies in detail, in a globalized library
automation economy it’s important to consider that important innovations can emerge from companies with little
or no presence in the United States.
A decade ago, the library automation industry was in the throes of a transition from ILSs based on host-terminal
hardware and text-based interfaces to new products based on then-in-vogue client/server architecture.
Mainframes had become prohibitively expensive to operate. Powerful personal computers with graphical interfaces
and faster networks ushered in this new era in computing. A wave of development beginning in the early to late
1990s launched client/server ILSs, including Dynix’s (now SirsiDynix’s) Horizon, Endeavor’s (now Ex Libris’s)
Voyager, VTLS’s Virtua, and the Polaris ILS. Sirsi’s Unicorn ILS evolved from the host-terminal era through the
introduction of new clients, initially InfoVIEW and later WorkFlows. Innovative Interfaces took a similar evolutionary
route by developing a new set of Millennium modules to operate with the same server software as INNOPAC.
Now, prevailing trends in technology favor products that embrace service-oriented architectures and web-based
interfaces, designed to be deployed though cloud technologies, though some concerns persist regarding security
and reliability.
That said, the trend away from local library hosting isn’t new. In 2002, we observed that more companies offer an
ASP (Application Service Provider) model.
That model of vendor hosting of client/server products persists today, often labeled as managed services or SaaS.
In its infancy a decade ago, this model has recently become a heavily promoted mainstream option. More than 750
libraries use SirsiDynix’s hosting services for Symphony or Horizon. As local hardware fails or reaches the end of
its useful life, many libraries opt to shift to a vendor-hosted arrangement. Apart from hardware issues, some
libraries move to hosting services to free their technical support staff to attend to other priorities.
The newly developed library services platforms follow more modern notions of cloud computing. Many offerings
will be offered in this model exclusively, including WorldShare Management Services, Alma, and Intota. Others will
have options for local installations, but we can expect that cloud deployments will dominate over time.
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Over the next decade, we can expect at least the same level of product turnover as in the previous one. The vast
majority of automation systems installed today follow the client/server approach. Just as the last decade saw a
complete turnover from host-terminal products to ones based on client/server architectures, we can anticipate a
similar pattern. We can also expect similar themes of “capturing the migrating customer” or “the competition heats
up” (titles of the Automation Marketplace in 2002 and 2003, respectively) in the next few years, as a new wave of
migrations from legacy ILS products to new library services platforms gains full steam.
Many libraries continue to opt for open source ILSs rather than proprietary products. Evergreen and Koha ILS
products have become mainstream. Both offer features comparable to proprietary products and have commercial
companies that offer migration, hosting, and support services. Libraries can also sponsor development for new
features they require that may not be available in the software. In the United States and Canada, companies
offering services include Equinox Software, the dominant firm involved with Evergreen, though it also supports a
handful of libraries using Koha; ByWater Solutions, which supports Koha and is aligned with the global kohacommunity.org developers; and PTFS-LibLime, which offers services for two ILS products, LibLime Koha and
LibLime Academic Koha. Other organizations involved in support for Evergreen include the nonprofit LYRASIS
member organization; the PALS organization, associated with the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
system; and HSLC, a nonprofit supporting libraries in Pennsylvania.
In 2011, more libraries contracted for open source ILS products than in the previous year. Equinox signed 21
support contracts for Evergreen representing 117 libraries and 415 facilities, compared to 15 contracts in 2010,
and another six for Koha. ByWater Solutions’ 54 contracts representing 231 libraries beat the 44 it signed in 2010.
PTFS signed 22 deals for LibLime Koha representing 76 libraries, a decline from the 44 reported in 2010; PTFS also
reported an additional seven contracts for LibLime Academic Koha.
The efforts of the Kuali OLE project, meanwhile, will not produce an open source ILS but a product consistent with
the characteristics of the library services platform. The Kuali OLE partners are led by Indiana University,
Bloomington, and include the University of Maryland, College Park; Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA; University of
Chicago; University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; Duke University, Durham, NC;
North Carolina State University, Raleigh; and a consortium of university libraries in Florida. Partial funding is
provided through the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation; the Kuali Foundation manages its governance. The project
anticipates completion of the initial version of the Kuali OLE software in December 2012, with implementation in
partner institutions beginning in 2013. The Kuali OLE project has also engaged a commercial firm, Troy, MI–
headquartered HTC Global Services, as a development partner. We can anticipate commercial firms gathering
around Kuali OLE as they have open source ILS products.
Libraries increasingly expect to be able to access the data and functionality of their key systems through APIs, and
that expectation applies to both proprietary and open source software. The availability of an open and robust set of
APIs is a key characteristic of the new genre of library services platforms, and many traditional ILS products also
offer this capability. SirsiDynix Symphony, for example, has included a proprietary set of APIs since 1995 (and in
2009 released its Web Services package delivering a more substantial subset of its APIs for development).
In 2011, Polaris Library Systems initiated a program called the Polaris Developer Network, in which it grants
libraries using the Polaris ILS open access to its APIs, and provides a development environment and tools to help
customers create and share applications. Individuals or organizations that aren’t Polaris customers can purchase
membership, including companies wanting to integrate their products or services with Polaris.
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Ex Libris has a long-standing practice of creating APIs for its products and making them available to its customer
libraries, and that will persist with Alma. Ex Libris reports ongoing interest in its Open Platform Program, originally
launched in 2008, which provides the EL Commons CodeShare for library programmers to deposit and share the
applications, scripts, or other code that they create using its products’ APIs.
A fundamental precept of OCLC’s approach with its WorldShare Platform involves providing access to its APIs and
cultivating a community of library developers. Just as OCLC makes use of the WorldShare Platform APIs to develop
large-scale applications, libraries can build their own applications. OCLC provides an App Gallery where completed
applications can be certified by OCLC and made available for use by other libraries.
Especially among academic libraries, the need for discovery tools broader than an ILS’s online catalog is well
accepted. Libraries with significant investments in electronic content—which includes almost any academic
library—are likely to be in the market for a discovery service if they do not already have one. Products with large
indexes of scholarly content vigorously compete in this arena, including Serials Solutions’ Summon, Ex Libris’s
Primo Central, OCLC’s WorldCat Local, and EBSCO Discovery Service, as well as Innovative Interfaces’ Encore
Synergy, which uses web services to integrate articles into search results. Points of differentiation include the
quantity of materials indexed, whether the materials are indexed by citation or full text, and the effectiveness in
producing relevant results.
The providers of discovery services based on consolidated indexes compete intensely to gain access to scholarly
content aiming toward the most comprehensive representation possible. NISO launched the Open Discovery
Initiative in 2011 to describe best practices or standards that apply to index-based discovery services with
stakeholders from libraries, content providers, and producers of discovery services.
Public libraries seek discovery products that deliver a richer end user experience and that stimulate engagement
with the library’s programs and services. Many companies that offer ILS products to public libraries offer enhanced
online catalog products that embody characteristics of discovery products, hoping to stem the tide of libraries
seeking discovery products elsewhere.
In a remarkable move, TLC launched “Solutions That Deliver MORE,” a program that provides all its current
Library.Solution customers access without cost to its new patron and staff interface products, including LS2 PAC,
LS2 Kids PAC, LS2 Mobile, and the LS2 Staff Web. Between 2004 and 2008, TLC successfully promoted
AquaBrowser as a next-generation catalog for its customers, and many of those installations remain. With the
acquisition of that technology by Bowker (and now part of the Serials Solutions portfolio), the company developed
its own LS2 PAC and has transitioned some of those customers from AquaBrowser to LS2 PAC. With LS2 PAC
available to these libraries free of charge, libraries operating AquaBrowser or TLC’s legacy online catalog module
are more likely to make the shift.
SirsiDynix offers Enterprise as its new-generation discovery layer and Portfolio for access to digital collections
using the same platform. In 2011, SirsiDynix delivered an updated version of both products and reported 100
libraries contracting for Enterprise and 44 for Portfolio.
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Taking a social media approach to discovery for public libraries, BiblioCommons continues to attract interest.
Though the company did not provide sales statistics, BiblioCommons boasted many new libraries in 2011,
including the New York Public Library; Vancouver Public Library, BC; and the Ohio-based CLEVNET consortium.
Expectations are rising for libraries to deliver effective discovery of library materials, along with interfaces that
stimulate engagement. Combined with the large number of libraries that remain on older-generation online
catalogs, this means that discovery products should continue to represent a significant portion of the industry.
Interest in mobile options continues to intensify. Almost all providers of patron-facing library services offer mobile
versions, but business models for access vary. SirsiDynix, for example, put out its basic BookMyne mobile app as a
free download but also sells BookMyne+ to libraries if they want a customized mobile catalog. TLC, as noted,
recently offered its LS2 Mobile to current customers without cost. Innovative Interfaces now provides Encore Mobile
as a no-cost option for existing customers of its Encore and AirPAC. Auto-Graphics released iLib2Go in 2011, its
initial mobile offering, as a free iPhone download available to all AGent VERSO sites.
Given the factors in play, we can anticipate moderate growth in the overall library automation economy in the next
few years, with revenue enhancements associated with increased proportions of SaaS outweighing the deflationary
impact of open source adoptions. Large companies with international reach, compelling products, and many
customers poised to shift from local deployments to SaaS stand to make gains at a faster pace.
The lackluster sales of the last few years should begin to tick upward as libraries make commitments to new library
services platforms. The turnover from legacy automation products will churn in the United States and even more
intensely internationally. Expect sales of discovery products to climb; they can now be considered essential
products, especially for academic libraries. As tech products become more compelling and reach sufficient levels of
maturity, libraries that have deferred upgrading their infrastructure will increasingly move forward. Despite
depressed budgets, libraries will continue to invest in technology products to maintain their position within their
communities or parent institutions
Company Profiles
Auto-Graphics, Inc.
Pomona, CA; 800-776-6939 www.auto-graphics.com
Auto-Graphics provides library automation and resource sharing products targeting mostly public libraries. In
operation since 1950, today Auto-Graphics offers the AGent VERSO ILS to public libraries, primarily as a hosted
service. Since its introduction, AGent VERSO has steadily stepped upward from sales to individual smaller libraries
into the ranks of larger contracts for consortia. In 2011, Auto-Graphics won a contract with the Tennessee State
Library and Archives to provide AGent VERSO to a consortium of up to 100 libraries statewide. Other major
contracts include the 35-member Winding Rivers Library System in Wisconsin.
Auto-Graphics reports revenue in the $5-$10 million range, with about 12 percent from libraries outside the
United States. Eighty percent of revenues derive from resource sharing and other non-ILS products. The 34
personnel reported in 2011 represent an increase of two over last year, but over the last decade the company has
slimmed down by ten positions.
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PRODUCT NEWS The company completed development on Circulation Interlibrary Loan Link (CILL), an NCIPcompliant utility that connects the circulation functions of an integrated library system (ILS) with an external
interlibrary loan (ILL) or resource sharing environment. CILL was included for the new consortium in Tennessee and
has been delivered to large-scale resource sharing environments in Michigan and New Jersey.
Auto-Graphics developed a new mobile application, iLib2Go, available as a free iPhone download with the
capabilities for patrons to search their library’s catalog, place holds, and renew items.
PEOPLE Executive appointments made in 2011 include Robert Brown as executive VP and Phillip DeLong as VP
product development.
Axiell Group AB
Lund, – Sweden; +46 46 270 04 00 www.axiell.com
Axiell provides automation products and services to libraries, archives, and museums in the United Kingdom and
Scandinavia. It does not have a significant presence in the US, but ranks as the seventh largest in the global library
automation industry by total personnel. In 2011 the company changed its name from Axiell Library Group to Axiell
Group, reflecting new focus beyond libraries to also include museums and archives. Axiell offers a variety of
products, mostly tailored to specific countries: OpenGalaxy in the United Kingdom, BOOK-IT and LIBRA.SE in
Sweden, DDElibra in Denmark, and Axiell Aurora in Finland. Axiel Calm, the company’s offering for the
management of museums and archives has been implemented by over 400 institutions in Scandinavia
Recent development efforts have produced Axiel Arena, a library portal for library users that includes discovery
services as well as a fully managed Web presence with capabilities for social interaction. The company signed 33
contracts for Axiell Arena in 2011 representing 78 libraries and 453 branches, with total installations now totaling
76 sites. Axiell My Library, the company’s new smartphone applications, supports both Android and iPhone.
BiblioCommons
Toronto, Ont.; 647-436-6381 www.bibliocommons.com
BiblioCommons has created the BiblioCore socially oriented discovery product designed for public libraries. The
company was founded in 2007 by Beth Jefferson and Patrick Kennedy. A pure software-as-a-service (SaaS) design
allows libraries to implement BiblioCommons easily. The company continues to expand the ILS products that it
supports. In 2011, it developed ILS connectors for Millennium and Evergreen; SirsiDynix Symphony and Horizon
were developed previously. BiblioCommons plans to complete the connector for Polaris by mid-2012.
Some of the larger public libraries that have implemented BiblioCommons include the New York Public Library,
Seattle PL, Boston PL, the CLEVNET consortium, Christchurch City Libraries in New Zealand, Vancouver PL, BC, and
Santa Clara PL, CA, as well as many others in North America.
PRODUCT NEWS In 2011, the company introduced BiblioCMS, providing an environment for the library to manage
its entire website in addition to the online catalog replacement offered through BiblioCore. BiblioCMS has been
implemented by the Yarra Plenty Regional Library in 2011, with Santa Clara PL following in 2012. The
BiblioCommons mobile app launched in 2010 for the iPhone was made available to Android devices in 2011.
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MondoIn (Bibliomondo)
Montréal, Canada; 514-337-3000 www.mondoin.com
MondoIn, previously known as Bibliomondo offers library automation products and services primarily to libraries in
French-speaking Canada and in France. The company is privately owned by Ronald Brisebois. The company, while
known to be active, has not responded to the survey since 2009.
Biblionix
Austin, TX; 877-800-5625 www.biblionix.com
One of the newer companies in the industry, Biblionix concentrates on small and mid-sized public libraries,
offering its web-based Apollo only through SaaS. In 2011, an additional 79 libraries subscribed to Apollo.
PRODUCT NEWS Product developments in 2011 include integration of ebook lending through a cooperative
partnership with OverDrive. Items available through OverDrive are automatically loaded into the library’s online
catalog, and a simplified lending transaction takes place using secure SIP2 transactions, avoiding secondary login
requirements. This feature was added to Apollo without additional fees to the libraries. Biblionix also developed a
streamlined ILL workflow for libraries participating in the Texas ILL environment, working with OCLC to integrate
into its Navigator platform through NCIP and automated synchronization of the library’s bibliographic and patron
data.
Book Systems, Inc.
Huntsville, AL; 800-219-6571 www.booksys.com
Book Systems offers the Web-based Atriuum ILS primarily to K-12 schools and small public libraries. Sales of
Atrium increased over last year with 141 contracts representing 325 libraries. Its older Concourse ILS, though it
continues to be supported, has seen a steady decline in sales from a peak of 1912 in 2001 down to 146 in
2011. Since 2002, Book Systems has downsized somewhat from 88 personnel to the 60 reported this year.
Major contracts for Atriuum won in 2011 include a Huntsville City Schools in Alabama and Madison County
Schools, also in Alabama, and a one-year renewal for the Memphis City Schools. The Grand Cayman Islands Public
Library system implemented Atriuum, migrating from SirsiDynix Symphony.
Book Systems released new versions of both Atriuum and BookTracks in 2011. In response to increased demand
for its hosted products, Book Systems has expanded its three hosting facilities it maintains in different regions of
the US.
ByWater Solutions
West Haven, CT; 888-900-8944 www.bywatersolutions.com
The newest company in the industry, founded in 2009, ByWater Solutions provides services surrounding the open
source Koha ILS. In the course of three years the company has seen increases in contracts won each year. The 54
contracts signed this year represent 231 libraries and 273 individual facilities. The number of libraries it supports
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now totals 446. While the majority of the company’s clients are public libraries, it also provides support to small
numbers of academic (30), school (ten), and special (22) libraries. ByWater Solutions employs a total of 13, six of
whom are librarians, which more than doubles its personnel reported in 2010.
PEOPLE This year, Nicole C. Engard, a 2007 LJ Mover & Shaker, was promoted to VP of education.
Capita
Birmingham, West Midlands United Kingdom; +44 (0)870 400 5000 www.capita-libraries.co.uk
BACKGROUND: A new name to the library automation industry, but one very well established in the customer
management outsourcing arena, Capita acquired the library automation component of Talis in March 2011. A very
large services firm of employing 45,000 altogether and 490 in its Software Services division, including the 43
working directly with the Alto ILS and related products acquired from Talis.
The transaction with Talis involved a spit of the company between the personnel and other assets involved with
library automation and those involved with semantic Web technologies. Talis will continue to pursue opportunities
for its semantic Web technologies, mostly outside the library arena, while Capita will assume responsibility for the
Alto library management system and related products. The Prism 3 discovery layer, while based on the semantic
Web platform retained by Talis, is also part of the Capita acquisition.
PERFORMANCE: One contract for the Alto LMS was made in 2011, bringing the total installed to 110.
Civica Pty Limited
Melbourne, Victoria Australia;+61 3 8676 4400 www.civica.com.au
The Library and Learning Division of Civica does most of its business in the United Kingdom, Australia, Asia, and
supports a small number of libraries in the US. It’s workforce of 410 reflects its status as one of the largest
companies in the global library automation industry. Some portion of Civica’s personnel is dedicated to its
outsourcing services provided to the Ministry of Education in Singapore.
Its products include the Spydus ILS, the Sorcer library customer portal, and the Blis digital asset management
system. Civica offers its products either for local installation or through hosted Managed Services.
Civica reported 46 contracts for Spydus, up from the 32 reported in 2010; 22 for the Sorcer patron portal, and 13
for Blis. Major contracts signed in 2011 for Spydus include the London Borough of Camden, joining the South East
Library Consortium, the largest UK library consortium, Birmingham City Library, the Tainan City Municipal Library in
Taiwan. The Ministry of Education in Singapore, encompassing 354 schools already using Spydus contracted for
Sorcer and Blis.
COMPanion Corp./ Alexandria
Salt Lake City, UT;801-943-7277 www.goalexandria.com
COMPanion Corporation, founded in 1986, provides the Alexandria ILS primarily to the K-12 school library market,
but with many customers also in the small public and special library sectors. This year COMPanion reported 160
new contracts for Alexandra representing 557 libraries, a decrease from the 232 signed last year. Alexandria is
now used in 12,615 libraries.
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Cuadra Associates, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA; 800-366-1390 www.cuadra.com
Cuadra Associates operates as a wholly owned subsidiary of SydneyPLUS, with a workforce of 18. It offers two
different library automation products: STAR Knowledge Center for Libraries is based on a fully web-based
environment and includes support for library materials in many different forms and media; STAR/Libraries follows
the client/server model based on traditional MARC cataloging.
PRODUCT NEWS Cuadra reports that current development includes a new all web-based product with MARC
support to supersede STAR/Libraries, called STAR Knowledge Center for Libraries MARC. SKCL-M, scheduled for
release in early 2012, will include real-time validation of MARC subfields and indicators and support for MARC
authorities and will import and export MARC records. Other developments in 2011 include the addition of a new
Research Services Module to STAR/Libraries.
Cuadra did not provide detailed sales statistics for its products.
CyberTools, Inc.
Boston, MA; 800-894-9206 www.cybertoolsforlibraries.com
CyberTools, Inc. offers the CyberTools for Libraries ILS, used by many special and academic libraries. The
company’s strength has traditionally been in health sciences libraries.
PRODUCT NEWS In 2011, the company released a new online catalog with streamlined functionality and an
improved graphical design. A-Z lists were integrated as an easier way for users to browse for library resources.
CyberTools also created a citation reference interface that allows users to send citations to RefWorks, EndNote,
Reference Manager, or other citation management applications.
CyberTools did not provide a detailed response to this year’s survey.
EBSCO Publishing
Ipswich, MA; 800-653-2726 www.ebscohost.com
EBSCO, including EBSCO Publishing and EBSCO Information Services, offers a variety of products within the scope of
library automation in addition to its primary business as a provider of content resources. EBSCO Information
Services offers linking and electronic resource management (ERM) products including EBSCO A–Z, the LinkSource
OpenURL link resolver, and ERM Essentials. The flagship of EBSCO Publishing is EBSCOhost, a platform for the
delivery of hundreds of information and database products to libraries. In recent years, EBSCO Publishing has
entered the discovery services arena with EBSCO Integrated Search, a federated search product; EBSCO Discovery
Service (EDS), which integrates non-EBSCO content into its core index; and OPAC on EBSCOhost, an online catalog
replacement based on the EBSCOhost interface.
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PRODUCT NEWS The products of EBSCO Information Services and EBSCO Publishing operate on separate technology
platforms. EBSCO Publishing debuted a unified platform that integrated the former NetLibrary ebook collection with
EBSCOhost. The company also acquired H.W. Wilson Co. In early 2012, EBSCO announced that the span of products
would converge on the EBSCOhost platform, giving EDS native integration with A–Z and LinkSource. (See also
Innovative Interfaces profile.)
EBSCO did not report specific sales statistics for its products. Some of the announced sales of EDS include Bielefeld
University in Germany, the National Library of France, Özye University in Turkey, University of Cumbria in the UK,
Asbury Theological Seminary, University of Maryland–College Park, Okanagan College in British Columbia, Nanyang
Technological University in Singapore, University of North Carolina–Charlotte, Korea University, Middle East
Technical University, National University (CA), and Universität für Musik in Austria. This list reveals that EDS has
been adopted by a wide range of libraries worldwide, mostly in the academic sector.
EOS International
Carlsbad, CA; 800-876-5484 www.eosintl.com
EOS International, well established in the special library arena, continues to expand the libraries to which it markets
its EOS.Web ILS. The company’s traditional strength lies in the legal library arena; 34 percent of the top 250 U.S.
law firms use its products. EOS reports a positive response to its EOS.Web Academic in 2011, primarily among
smaller educational institutions or special libraries within large universities. EOS.Web Digital provides support for
both digital and print materials including features for ERM and digital asset management and for storing digital
content.
In 2011, there were 91 new contracts for EOS.Web, down slightly from the 97 reported last year.
The company employs 52, with no change from 2010.
Equinox Software
Duluth, GA; 877-673-6457 www.esilibrary.com
Equinox Software, founded in 2007, provides services surrounding the open source Evergreen ILS. Equinox has
been involved with Evergreen from its beginning and continues as the dominant company behind its development
and support. The company also provides services for Koha, though this represents a small portion of its business.
Equinox holds service contracts with 450 libraries for Evergreen and only 17 for Koha. Consortia comprise most of
Equinox’s customers.
Evergreen development takes place through a broad-based community, though Evergreen ultimately performs the
largest portion of work through sponsored projects and its own initiatives. Version 2.1 was completed in 2011.
In fall 2011, Evergreen passed the threshold of over 1000 libraries in production. Not all of these libraries rely on
support from Equinox; a few other firms now also provide support, and some libraries have implemented Evergreen
on their own. Evergreen is also beginning to spread internationally.
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Equinox Software moved into a new HQ building in Duluth, GA, to house its operations. The company currently
employs 21, down from 28 in 2009. The number of contracts signed for Evergreen has increased every year since
2008. Early in 2012, the company announced the opening of a subsidiary, Equinox Library Services Canada.
Ex Libris Group
Jerusalem, Israel; 972-2-6499100 www.exlibrisgroup.com
Ex Libris specializes in library automation products and services for academic and research libraries. With a vast
arsenal, it has a presence in over 5000 institutions in 81 countries.
The company has grown organically by attracting libraries to the products it created and through business
acquisition. In 2006, private equity firm Francisco Partners acquired Ex Libris and Endeavor, creating a consolidated
company, with two key ILS products, Aleph and Voyager. In 2008, ownership shifted to Leeds Equity Partners. Ex
Libris has seen phenomenal growth over the last decade, increasing in personnel from 206 in 2002 to the 512
reported for 2011. In that same period the number of libraries using Aleph has grown from 700 to 2,316.
PRODUCT NEWS The company has maintained an emphasis on research and development and has a track record of
creating new products, often establishing new product genres. The 170 personnel Ex Libris allocates to
development almost doubles any competitor. Ex Libris created the first commercial OpenURL link resolver, based
on technology acquired from the University of Ghent in 2000. More recently it created the bX recommendation
service, which finds related articles based on associations mined from link resolver logs. Culminating in the Rosetta
product in 2009, Ex Libris partnered with the National Library of New Zealand to create the first commercial digital
preservation platform for libraries. Ex Libris launched the Primo discovery product in 2006 and the development of
the Primo Central Web-scale index in early 2009. A recent development project created ScholarRank, a technology
based on a new algorithm and factors for calculating relevancy rankings of search results in Primo.
Ex Libris has expanded the number of libraries eligible to access the Primo technology through its MetaLib+
product. Libraries that have previously licensed MetaLib can use a customized Primo interface to access the Primo
Central index in addition to targets configured through MetaLib. About 200 libraries have elected to implement MetaLib+.
As noted in the overview, Ex Libris has focused many of its resources on completing Alma, with incremental
releases to development partners in 2011 and general release planned in mid-2012.
Parallel to development of Alma, Ex Libris continues to enhance and support its existing products. Voyager Version
8, released in July 2011, includes a variety of functional improvements. The commitment that Ex Libris made to
develop and support Voyager seems to be reflected in the slight growth of installed sites from 1,175 in 2006 to
1,255 this year. Aleph Version 21 was delivered in early 2012.
The National Diet Library of Japan completed its installation of Aleph in 2011, representing the largest and most
complex installation of Aleph to date, managing the library’s 20 million bibliographic records and consolidating
other major indexes and catalogs. Oxford University in the UK also placed its Aleph system into production in
2011.
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Follet Software Company
McHenry, Illinois; 815-344-8700 www.follettsoftware.com
Follett Software Company ranks as a major provider of automation for K-12 school libraries, but has steadily
expanded its scope to address a broader array of management tools for schools beyond the libraries. Follett
Software Company is a division of Follett Corporation, a much larger entity with annual sales of $2.7 billion.
Organizational changes transpired in the last year following the June 2010 appointment of Chuck Follett, formerly
head of the company’s Technology Solutions and International Group as CEO of the entire company. As of
November 2011 long time FSC exec Tom Schenck advanced to role of President and CEO of the newly formed
Follett Scholl and Library Group, including Follett Educational Services, Follett Library Resources, BWI, Follett
Software Company and Follett International. Prior to this promotion Schenck’s portfolio included Follett
Technology Solutions and Follett International; from 1998 he was President of Follett Software Company. Simona
Rollinson, previously VP Services and Operations, was named President of Follett Software Company in the spring
of 2011. According the Financial Times (July 14, 2011) all or part of Follett Corporation may be for sale and has
retained Credit Suisse to advise and assist.
Follett reported a workforce of 365, a significant drop of 43 from the 408 employed in 2010. The company noted
that part of this reduction was related to acquisition of the X2 Development Corporation and the elimination of
roles duplicated within the organization.
Development accomplishments in 2011 include the release of Destiny 10.0, a major upgrade to the company’s
flagship technology platform for schools and districts. This release includes the availability of the Destiny Quest
mobile app that offers catalog search and other features to smartphones and tablets. The Destiny product family
includes Destiny Library Manager, Destiny Textbook Manager, and Destiny Asset Manager. For 2011, Follett
reported total installation of Destiny Library Manager for Districts of 44,318 with another 4,173 using Destiny
Library Manager for Schools. In May 2011 Follett announced the Textbook and Device Management Package that
combines the functionality of the Destiny Manager for Textbooks and Destiny Asset Manager to handle the
increasing scenarios of electronic textbooks delivered through tablets or other devices.
Following the Oct 2010 acquisition of X2 Development Corporation, Follett has also been very active in the
development, marketing and support of the Aspen student information system. New contracts for Aspen in 2011
included the Boston Public Schools.
Infor Library & Information Solutions
Framingham, MA; 800-825-2574 www.vubis-smart.com
Infor operates as a relatively small division of a very large IT services company. Tracing its roots to Geac, one of the
pioneering companies of the library automation industry, today Infor does most of its business in Europe, with a
smaller presence in Canada and the United States. The company’s flagship ILS has evolved over the years through
multiple cycles of technology. Today, the company focuses development and sales on V-smart, though Vubis Smart
continues to be supported and enhanced.
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PRODUCT NEWS This year, Infor also delivered Iguana Version 2.0, the latest version of the company’s library
discovery and portal interface, which provides a complete replacement for both the library’s online catalog and
website. In 2011, Infor reported 12 new contracts for Iguana, including the Vatican Library.
Major contracts for V-smart in 2011 include the Canadian National Institute for the Blind and Bibliothèques
communautaires Strasbourg in France.
This year, Infor launched V@school, a service for school libraries in The Netherlands based on V-smart and Iguana.
Infovision Software, Inc.
San Diego, CA; 800-849-1655 www.infovisionsoftware.com
Infovision offers Evolve Library, an ILS primarily oriented to public, school, and special libraries. The company had
previously been involved with the Amlib ILS as a distributor of InfoVision Technology based in Australia, but
following that company’s 2008 acquisition by OCLC, Infovision began the development of Evolve Library, which was
launched in 2010. The company has also developed Evolve Electronic Documents and Records Management and
Evolve Planning for city and county governments.
For the last two years, Infovision has been working toward transitioning its customer sites from Amlib to Evolve.
This year, Infovision signed 19 contracts representing 100 libraries for Evolve.
Inmagic
Woburn, MA; 800-229-8398 www.inmagic.com
Inmagic offers library automation and knowledge management products, primarily in the special library arena,
including the DB/Text Library Suite, Inmagic Genie, and Inmagic Presto. In 2011, Inmagic went through a
significant transformation as it divided itself between products for the library automation arena and technologies
that could be exploited in other industries. SydneyPLUS acquired the Inmagic brand, including its DB/Text Library
Suite, and will continue to offer Presto for Social Libraries.
Inmagic did not respond to this year’s survey.
Innovative Interfaces, Inc.
Emeryville, CA; 510-655-6200 www.iii.com
Innovative stands as the fourth largest of the North American library automation companies in terms of personnel
employed (311), third largest in revenue, and third in libraries served (1,425). Thirty percent of revenues, reported
in the range of $80-$90 million, comes from libraries outside the United States. In March 2012, Innovative
announced that two private equity firms had invested in the company (see p. 18ff.).
PRODUCT NEWS In April 2011, Innovative made its initial announcement that it would develop a new-generation
automation platform called Sierra. Taking forward the functionality of its Millennium ILS, Sierra embraces a new
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technical architecture, a more open design exposing a service layer of APIs for all aspects of functionality, and a
new suite of applications. Unlike Millennium, which offered separate modules for each functional area, Sierra
follows a more unified approach delivering all staff tasks through a single client. Sierra will make use of the open
source components such as PostgreSQL for data storage and transactions and Apache Lucene for search and
retrieval. Millennium gained a reputation as a relatively closed system.
Innovative began initial testing of Sierra late in 2011 and plans to deliver the first production version in 2012.
Sierra has generated remarkable interest in libraries, with 206 organizations signing contracts, representing 700
libraries and spanning 1,615 individual branches, a number of sales almost unprecedented in this sector of the
industry. This initial tsunami of contracts emanates primarily from libraries using Millennium, with only one coming
from a competing ILS.
Contrary to any perceptions that Innovative may be losing ground, this opening turnout for Sierra reflects strong
confidence by the company’s customers in its future direction. In recent years, Innovative has lost customers
migrating to open source ILS products; however, its customer base has grown, with new sales outpacing
defections. Going forward, it will be interesting to see whether the more open and comprehensive Sierra system
will stem the leakage.
Innovative continues to enhance Millennium even as it develops its ultimate replacement. Enhancements in the
Millennium Release 2011 include new features in most of the functional modules as well as in its SMS Alerts,
Express Lane self-check software, and Circa wireless inventory utility.
Encore 4.1, the latest version of the company’s discovery layer delivered in 2011, was enhanced to include an
advanced search feature to provide multiple query options in addition to the single search box of earlier versions.
Through a partnership with EBSCO, Encore can now integrate search results from EBSCO Discovery Service, allowing
libraries that subscribe to that product to view results through the Encore interface.
Innovative released Content Pro 2.1, updating its digital asset management system with a new interface, support
for live video streaming, and a new carousel feature that allows presentation of image slide shows either through
the product’s own interface or embedded in external environments.
A new product, Decision Center, announced for late 2012, will provide a variety of tools to help libraries more
efficiently shape their collections and operations based on dynamic data from multiple areas of their automation
environment. Decision Center will make recommendations of areas to focus acquisitions or weeding, help establish
budget allocations, and set optimal hours of staffing.
Innovative expanded its InnoU training program, offering workshops in other regions beyond those already
available at its HQ facility. A new program allows individuals completing specific classes and workshops to be
certified as a Millennium Technical Services Coordinator or as a Millennium Systems Coordinator.
PEOPLE With Neil Block in place as president since August 2010, Innovative made additional executive
appointments this year, including Hillary Newman as senior VP of product development and John McCullough as VP
of product development.
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Keystone Systems, Inc.
Raleigh, NC; 919-782-1143 www.klas.com
Keystone Systems, a veteran company of 30 years, offers KLAS, which is used primarily by libraries that serve
persons with visual disabilities. The company continues as the leading automation provider within this very
specialized niche, though there were no new sales reported in 2011.
One of the major activities of the company involves the Shared Electronic Files (SHELF) project to provide a national
repository of materials produced by participating libraries. This SHELF project, begun in 2010 as a pilot, was placed
into full production in 2011. Nine new libraries joined SHELF in 2011.
Ongoing developments in the company’s flagship KLAS environment include enhancing its ability to integrate with
external systems. This capability supports the SHELF project as well as libraries that make use of RFID automated
sorting systems.
The Library Corporation
Inwood, WV; 304-229-0100 www.TLCdelivers.com
The Library Corporation (TLC) offers two main lines of ILS products, including Library.Solution for small through
medium-large libraries, and Carl.X for large consortia and municipal systems. In 2011, TLC signed two new
contracts for Carl.X representing 51 libraries, both migrating from Carl.Solution, and 48 for Library.Solution
covering 153 libraries.
PRODUCT NEWS In recent years, TLC has focused much of its development efforts on enhancing its interfaces and
creating new end user products. At its October 2011 user conference, the company announced that customers
current on their ILS products would receive without cost the LS2 PAC, Kids PAC, LS2 Mobile, and LS2 Staff Web,
allowing them to step up freely into the company’s new-generation products.
TLC reports that it employs 199, unchanged from last year.
LibraryWorld, Inc.
San Jose, CA; 800-852-2777 www.libraryworld.com
LibraryWorld offers a fully Web-based library automation service of the same name, primarily to small libraries.
In 2011 the company released LibraryWorld 3.0, which included a newly designed user interface with improved
navigation and new social media sharing features. The company reported subscriptions representing 2,478
libraries in 2011.
Mandarin Library Automation, Inc.
Boca Raton, FL; 800-426-7477 www.mlasolutions.com
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Mandarin Library Automation works primarily with school and small public libraries but also with academic and
special libraries. This year the company saw strong interest in its hosted option for its flagship Oasis ILS, with 58
new contracts compared to 35 for the traditional version; another 90 sales were made for the Mandarin M3 ILS.
PRODUCT NEWS In October 2011, Mandarin launched its new Mandarin CMS, a hosted service that provides a
complete customizable web presence for a library, fully integrated with the web OPAC of its ILS products. CMS
provides all the administrative tools to manage both the website and the online catalog and will include the ability
to promote the library’s content and programs through reading lists, library events, an art gallery, live video
streaming, RSS feeds, a newsstand, and other features.
Also in 2011, Mandarin entered a partnership with Jennifer Nelson LLC to represent its products to schools
worldwide.
OCLC
Dublin, OH; 614-764-6000 www.oclc.org
OCLC continues to have an increasing presence in the library automation industry. Through its business
acquisitions, it supports a set of legacy products across many international regions. In 2011, OCLC expanded its
acquisitions also to include the Bibliotheca2000 and Bibliotheca.Net products of the German BOND GmbH.
PRODUCT NEWS Previously announced as Web-scale Management Services, the WorldShare brand was initiated in
2011. The WorldShare Platform provides the general technology infrastructure that supports the WorldShare
Management Services (WMS) product and the recently announced WorldShare License Manager. The WorldShare
Platform will also support applications created by libraries and other organizations. OCLC indicates that it plans to
expand its applications offered through the WorldShare Platform to include resource sharing, metadata
management, and consortial borrowing. The WorldCat name will persist for end user–facing services such as
WorldCat.org and WorldCat Local.
By the end of 2011, OCLC reported that 38 libraries use WMS in production and a total of 184 have signed
contracts for implementation. This year the University of Delaware became the first Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) member to commit to WMS.
As a global membership organization, only a portion of OCLC’s activities fall within the scope of the library
automation industry. This year we calculated that of the organization’s $205 million revenues, around $58 million
derive from products and services that compete with other companies in this industry.
Polaris Library Systems
Syracuse, NY; 800-272-3414 www.polarislibrary.com
Polaris Library Systems continues to expand its market share among public libraries in the United States and
Canada, as well as a growing contingent of academic libraries. In 2011, Polaris won an additional 50 contracts
representing 285 libraries.
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PRODUCT NEWS 2011 saw significant development toward a major upgrade of Polaris. Polaris 4.1, scheduled for
release in early 2012, will feature significant redesign, including a new Polaris Discovery Suite that will provide a
single search box addressing both traditional physical materials owned by the library and the electronic materials
to which it subscribes. This release will also incorporate new modules called Feature IT and Community Profiles
that highlight content and resources provided by local organizations.
As part of its customer support efforts to provide consistent service, Polaris reports that 74 percent of its sites
have implemented the latest version of Polaris.
Polaris announced the integration of its ILS with the 3M Cloud Library in March 2012. It also launched the Polaris
Developer Network in October, which gives customers open access to its API.
PTFS–LibLime
North Bethesda, MD; 301-654-8088 www.liblime.com
LibLime, a subsidiary of PTFS, provides services surrounding the open source Koha ILS. The company offers two
distinct versions, LibLime Koha, used primarily by large and medium-sized consortia, and LibLime Academic Koha,
a version it has enhanced specifically for the needs of academic libraries.
PRODUCT NEWS LibLime also provides development services for Koha, creating new features sponsored by its
customers. In 2011, LibLime reported the creation of 133 new features for Koha. LibLime has integrated the Plack
persistence layer for Perl into its versions of LibLime Koha to increase performance and scalability. The company
reports that once new features have been accepted by its customers, they are released in a public repository.
PTFS also offers the ArchivalWare digital asset management platform. In 2011, collaboration between the PTFS and
LibLime development teams saw the implementation of two instances of ArchivalWare DLS, which extends
ArchivalWare for managing both digital and traditional collections.
Serials Solutions
Seattle, WA; 206-336-7691 www.serialsolutions.com
Serials Solutions has participated in the industry through its offerings in discovery (Summon and AquaBrowser) and
tools to provide management and access to electronic resources (360 Link, 360 Resource Manager, 360 Search,
KnowledgeWorks) but has not been involved in ILS competition. That ended this year with the announcement that
Serials Solutions would create Intota, a library services platform that addresses all aspects of library collections
including print, digital, and electronic via the same approach it has found successful for managing electronic
resources. Initially announced in mid-2011, Intota is expected to release phase one in 2012, with two subsequent
phases in 2012 and 2013.
PRODUCT NEWS Across all its products, Serials Solutions reports over 3000 customers worldwide. Since its launch
in 2009, Summon has attracted over 400 customer libraries; its index has grown to include over 800 million items.
Thirty-five ARL members have subscribed to Summon. Some of the new sales for Summon announced in 2011
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include the University of Chicago, the 23 universities throughout the Cal State system, Syracuse, North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Peking University, Cornell, Brown, University of Cincinnati, and Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
In 2011, the Serials Solutions workforce totaled 237, an expansion of 29 positions over last year. Twenty-four of
these new jobs were allocated to development, consistent with ramping up for the Intota project. The company also
continues to expand its existing products and associated knowledgebases, such as ebook linking at the chapter
level in 360 Link.
SirsiDynix
Lehi, UT; 800-288-8020 www.sirsidynix.com
SirsiDynix grew its Symphony client base this year to 2,377 libraries; it signed 122 contracts spanning 725 libraries
with about half outside the United States. Though a steady flow of libraries elected to migrate away from
Symphony, new commitments currently outpace defections. Although a mature ILS product, ongoing development
continues; Symphony 3.4.1, released this year includes a variety of functional improvements and SMS notifications.
Given the maturity of its ILS products, SirsiDynix channels most of its development efforts to new, mostly patronfacing products targeting pressing interest in mobile, social networking, and access to electronic and digital
content.
The company continues to slim down in personnel, with 380 reported this year, down five from last year.
Development capacity increased from 60 to 84 FTE allocated; support staff decreased from 240 to 166.
PRODUCT NEWS Horizon continues as an important product for SirsiDynix, with 1,311 libraries continuing with
active support by year’s end, down from the 1,719 peak seen in 2004. As the nonflagship SirsiDynix ILS, Horizon
can anticipate a continual decline, with the company offering retention incentives either to shift to Symphony or at
least to remain with Horizon in the interim. Significant industry competition targets Horizon sites. This year, more
libraries moving from Horizon elected to stay within the SirsiDynix family and implement Symphony rather than
any other product, and many have made ongoing commitments with Horizon, especially through hosted options.
Overall, however, the majority of Horizon migrations moved out of the fold, with Evergreen and Polaris catching
most of the defectors.
Last year saw the release of Enterprise and Portfolio 4.1, which share the same architecture and internal technical
components.
The company also launched the SirsiDynix Social Library, an innovative product that aims to bring a more complete
library presence to Facebook. It includes a full-featured online catalog with social sharing capabilities in addition to
the standard functionality of allowing self-service tasks such as placing holds, making renewals, and paying fines
and fees. SirsiDynix also announced Project eResource Central, which aims to simplify patron access to ebooks and
other electronic resources and to aid libraries in their management.
Major contracts signed for Symphony in 2011 include a $4.6 million (Australian) multiyear statewide deal for the
135 libraries in South Australia. In New Zealand, SirsiDynix won the library automation component of Kotui, a
shared environment for public libraries across New Zealand, with an initial deployment in 15 libraries.
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BookMyne, the company’s mobile application available to libraries using Symphony or Horizon with the optional
Web Services add-in, saw releases that made it available for both Apple’s IOS devices and for Android. SirsiDynix
introduced BookMyne+, an enhanced version available at additional cost that includes local branding and
additional features. By early 2012, the application had been downloaded to 13,000 mobile devices.
Web Services, an optional communications layer enabling integration with the company’s new products, as well as
interoperability with other external systems, initially created for Symphony, was extended to Horizon in March
2011. Web Services underlies BookMyne and the SirsiDynix Social Library.
The 7.5.1 release of Horizon issued early in 2011 included infrastructure updates to support Web Services in
addition to delivering new functionality in circulation and acquisitions modules as well as the HIP online catalog.
PEOPLE Bill Davison took the reins of SirsiDynix as its new CEO in October 2011 from Matt Hawkins. Hawkins
served as CEO from December 2010 and has since gone on to lead another Vista Equity Partners portfolio company
and remains on the SirsiDynix board. Other appointments include Sheridan Richey as VP of product development
and Mike Zackrison as VP of product management.
The company relocated its HQ to a new facility in Lehi, UT, dubbed the SirsiDynix Technology Centre, vacating the
space in Provo, UT, originally built by Dynix Corporation in 1991. This move continues the reinvention of the
organization as it has shifted away from the facilities of its antecedents and fully integrates into a single
streamlined business.
Softlink International
Seattle, WA; 877-454-2725 www.softlinkint.com
Softlink International, established in 1983, is a global library automation company with its products used in 108
countries worldwide. The company’s flagship ILS products include Oliver for K-12 school libraries and Liberty for
academic, public and special libraries. Softlink International reports that its products are used in over 10,000
libraries, but did not provide specific sales statists for this year’s survey.
In the US, Softlink focuses primarily on special libraries, with over 85 percent of these sites deployed through SaaS.
Surpass Software
Calhoun, GA; 706-625-5399 www.surpasssoftware.com
Surpass Software was founded in 1985. Its products include Surpass Select, its top-line ILS, which can be used with
either the graphical Safari or the Safari Web online catalog; Surpass SL, a version configured for smaller libraries;
Surpass CL, designed for church libraries; and Centriva, a product for centralized school districts or multibranch library systems.
Surpass reported 78 new contracts for its Surpass Library Automation ILS in 2011. The company reports it employs
nine, unchanged from last year.
SydneyPLUS International
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Richmond, British Columbia, Canada; 604-278-6717 www.sydneyplus.com
SydneyPLUS international specializes in special libraries and offers a wide range of products and has acquired a
number of other companies with related products. In 2011 the company acquired the library automation products
of Inmagic, Inc, including DB/Text for Libraries and Genie, and in early 2012 also acquired Inmagic’s Presto
technology and related products such as Presto Social Library, Presto KnowledgeNet, Presto AssociationNet, and
Presto IdeaNet. In 2008 SydneyPLUS acquired Cuadra Associates.
SydneyPLUS did not provide a detailed response to this year’s survey.
VTLS Inc.
Blacksburg, VA; 540-557-1200 www.vtls.com
VTLS, one of the veteran companies in the industry, offers the Virtua ILS, the Chamo discovery layer, the VITAL
institutional repository platform, and a variety of specialized products and services.
PRODUCT NEWS This year, the company also launched VITAL Media, a digital asset management system optimized
for streaming video based on the VITAL repository. The product provides tools to create, manage, publish, and
archive rich media content. VTLS has begun a strategic involvement with the open source Drupal CMS as its user
interface platform and has begun offering services to assist libraries with implementation and design projects. This
year, VTLS also has been involved with education and promotion of RDA (Resource Description and Access),
offering an instance of its Virtua as a sandbox environment for libraries to create and experiment with
bibliographic records created with these new rules and according to FRBR (functional requirements for
bibliographic records) hierarchies.
VTLS also completed the installation of Virtua in the Hong Kong Public Library, the busiest in the world, with over
63 million circulation transactions annually across its 67 branches. The 21-month installation process was
finalized in December 2011 as the software passed the acceptance tests conducted by the library. This project
reinforces the ability for Virtua to withstand the demands of very large municipal libraries; Virtua has been in
production since 2008 in the Queens Library, NY, ranked as the busiest in the United States.
This year, VTLS reported 13 new contracts for Virtua and a total of 1,798 installations. The number of installations
almost doubles the 954 reported in 2009. This large increase is not explained by the 35 new contracts signed in
those two years but rather represents a more detailed accounting of the systems in use throughout the
international regions in which VTLS operates.
VTLS reports that 82 percent of its revenues, in the range of $5–$10 million, derive from business outside the
United States. The company reported 110 personnel employed, a gain of 17 since last year.
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